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30 Dec 2017 .. Using zip As ZipFile = ZipFile.Read(fileName.FullName) Dim Threshold As Integer = stidToFind ' We cannot
remove the entry from the list, within the context of.. 14 Jul 2010 . none. Help please with DotNetZip , extracting data form
ziped file . Bascially imagine you have zip file password protected called 1.zip on c: c:1.zip . Read(ExistingZipFile)) { ZipEntry
e = zip["TaxInformation-2008.xls"]; e.. DotNetZip is a FAST, FREE class library and toolset for manipulating zip files. Use
VB, C# or any . . Create and read zip files in VB, C#, or any .NET language, or . The error is: "This program cannot display the
webpage." or, "The address is.. Ionic.Zip.ZipException: Could not read StorageGame.eco as a zip file --->
Ionic.Zip.ZipException: Cannot read that as a ZipFile ---> Ionic.Zip.. when i unzip file so its getting error:- "Cannot read that as
a ZipFile." I want to download all files from ftp and unzip only zip file. Error in this line:-.. 29 Nov 2014 . Caught exception
when loading from zip Pathfinding.Ionic.Zip.ZipException: Cannot read that as a ZipFile ---> Pathfinding.Ionic.Zip.. ZipFile
can be used to read and extract zip files, in addition to creating zip files. ZipOutputStream cannot read zip files. If you want to
use a stream to read zip files.. 22 May 2017 . This exception occurs because the CrcCalculatorStream stream that OpenReader
creates is not seekable, and ZipFile.Read(Stream) tries to seek while opening.. 7 Jul 2008 . UPDATE: I suggest using DotNetZip
from CodePlex you can get it here. . ZipException :Cannot read that as a zip file for most of the zip files.. ZipFile can be used
to read and extract zip files, in addition to creating zip files. ZipOutputStream cannot read zip files. If you want to use a stream
to read zip files.. 22 Mar 2018 . same problem is also with ionic.zip.dll 1.9.1.8 when zip file is . unfortunately it doesn't happen
with every damaged zip file. one I have, i cannot send you, because of its . read the zipfile's central directory structure here.. 9
Aug 2011 . But when I try to unzip the file using 7zip , it tells that "Cannot open the file "C:. . bheemuabhigna wrote: I have
used Ionic.zip.dll to zip the files.. ZipFile archive = Ionic.Zip.ZipFile.Read(zipPath)) { foreach (ZipEntry entry in archive. .
10/16/13--15:20: New Post: Cannot create DotNetZip ZipFile from file.. Net Hello sir i have used below link for extract zip file
i have include dlll which you have suggested. But it gives me an error like Cannot read.. Namespace: Ionic.Zip. The ZipFile .
ZipFile, Create a zip file, without specifying a target filename or stream to save to. . ZipOutputStream cannot read zip files.. 30
Jul 2012 . I keep running into the same error trying to use DotNetZip. Zipping works fine, but trying to extract a zipped file
throws the same error: "Argument. . Read(zipToUnpack)) . The official Dotnetzip doesn't work on Linux/Mac/iOS.. Getting a
"Cannot Read That as a Zip File" Exception while trying to get a stream from an Inner Zip File (a Zip within another Zip) In
C#, I'm using the DotNetZip I.. 18 Sep 2014 . Use the DotNetZip library to compress and decompress files in C#. . in providing
a way to make compressed files that the operating system can't read. . To extract a file from an archive, use the ZipFile class's
Read method to.. 20 Oct 2016 . Semverd - DotNetZipzipVB, C#.NET . ZipException: Cannot read that as a ZipFile --->
Ionic.Zip. 2bd5cbcf56 
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